**ARRL Handbook for Radio Communications**
The ARRL Handbook is the greatest electronics and communications reference of all time! Over 1280 pages! Now available in regular soft cover or set of six volumes (no box). 97th Ed. 2020 Softcover. List $49.95. Order #6103 ........... $44.95
2020 Set of 6 volumes. List $164.95. Order #6996 ........... $54.95

**ARRL Operating Manual**
This book is packed with tips on basic operating, repeaters, packet, DX, traffic handling, emergencies, VHF/UHF, satellites, FM operating including EchoLink and IRLP, beam headings, contests, RTTY, APRS, QSLing and awards. 10th Edition. ©2012 ARRL. 352 p. List $34.95. Order #0000 ........ Disc.
12th Ed. ©2019 ARRL. List $24.95. Order #5523 ........... $22.95

**ARRL Antenna Book**
Boxed set of 4 vols. List $64.95. Order #6659 .......... $59.95

**Antenna Compendium**
Volume IV. ©1995 Order #0000 ........ Disc.
Volume V. With software. ©1995 Order #0000 ........ Disc.
Volume VI. With software. ©1999 Order #4018 ........... $14.98
Volume VII. ©2002 Order #3245 ........... $17.98
Volume VIII. ©2010 Order #0000 ........ Disc.

**Portable Operating for Amateur Radio**

**Radio Amateurs’ World Atlas**
This booklet features full-color maps showing country boundaries, callsign prefix boundaries, CQ zones, states and provinces, and more. Index lists all ITU-allocated as well as national prefixes. August 2013 printing, 23 pages. ©DARC. Order #6082 .......... $12.95

**Repeater Mapbook and Directory**
By B. Smith. Includes maps for each state indicating popular repeaters. Now with grid square information, band plans and NOAA frequencies. Each state has a table listing every known open repeater in the state. 10, 6, 2 meter, 220, 440 MHz and 1.2 GHz repeaters are shown. 17th Ed. Artsci ©2016. List $17.95. Order #0000 ......... Disc.
Books - Amateur Radio

PORTABLE ANTENNAS CLASSICS
By ARRL. For many hams portable antennas are often the only way to go. This book features easily constructed antenna systems that offer adequate performance, plus it has practical ideas and projects to get you on the air from anywhere. It has 30 antennas covering HF through 70 cm. ©2015 ARRL. 128 p. List $22.95. Order #6557 .......... $18.98

HEIL HAM RADIO HANDBOOK
By Bob Heil K9EID. This book shares many of the experiences and experiments that the legendary author has had since being first licensed in 1957. You won't get techno, mumbo jumbo. The technical material is made easy and fun to understand. The drawings and many photos show everything from a proper PL259 install to a 128 element moonbounce array. Second Ed. ©2013 Heil Order #6061 .......... $14.95

PROPAGATION AND RADIO SCIENCE
By Eric Nichols, KL7AJ. The author presents the complex subject of radio propagation in simple, easy-to-understand terms. Topics range from theoretical exploration to practical application. It explains the phenomena we observe on the amateur bands. 256 pages. ©2015 A.R.R.L. List price $24.95. Order #6484 .......... $22.95

ON4UN’s LOW-BAND DXING
By J. Devoldere ON4UN. Here is your ticket to low band success. Learn to master 160, 80 & 40 meters. The noted author shares the tips and techniques that can make your station a contest winner. Expanded coverage of phased arrays SDRs, and receive antennas. Included Win/Mac CD has book, software and over 2000 quality photographs. 5th Ed. ©2010 ARRL. List $44.95. Order #5632 .......... $38.95

HAM RADIO IS ALIVE AND WELL
By Gary Drasch K9DJT. This book is packed with useful information for both new radio amateurs as well as members of the Q.C.W.A. It recalls ham radio from the past, and current developments. You will find bits and pieces of history as well as a little humor blended. ©2019 Trouten Pub. 158 p. Order #4024 .......... $18.98

NVIS - Near Vertical Incidence Skywave Communication
By Fiedler and Farmer. Can you use HF radio to communicate over short distances any time, day or night? Yes, it can be done. It is called Near Vertical Incident Skywave, (NVIS), and this book will give you all the information you need to try this amazing technique. Third Ed. Jokalym Press. 164 p. Order #5444 .......... $19.95

ARRL’s WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS
This book brings together many articles from ARRL publications dealing with both simple and complex wire antenna designs. ©1999 A.R.R.L. 111 p. Order #0000 ......... Disc.

MORE WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS
More wire antenna articles! 188 p. Order #0000 ......... Disc.

EVEN MORE WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS

ANTENNA PHYSICS - AN INTRODUCTION
By Robert J. Zavrel, Jr., W7SX. This book explains many of the underlying principles of antennas and antenna physics and introduces the reader to the mathematics behind these principles. Note that this is not a book of “how-to” projects, but rather a theoretical and mathematical approach to the topic. ©2016 A.R.R.L. List $29.95. Order #1646 ......... $24.95

ARRL’s WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS
More wire antenna articles! 188 p. Order #0000 ......... Disc.

PROPAGATION AND RADIO SCIENCE
By Eric Nichols, KL7AJ. The author presents the complex subject of radio propagation in simple, easy-to-understand terms. Topics range from theoretical exploration to practical application. It explains the phenomena we observe on the amateur bands. 256 pages. ©2015 A.R.R.L. List price $24.95. Order #6484 .......... $22.95

HAM RADIO IS ALIVE AND WELL
By Gary Drasch K9DJT. This book is packed with useful information for both new radio amateurs as well as members of the Q.C.W.A. It recalls ham radio from the past, and current developments. You will find bits and pieces of history as well as a little humor blended. ©2019 Trouten Pub. 158 p. Order #4024 .......... $18.98

ARRL’s WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS
This book brings together many articles from ARRL publications dealing with both simple and complex wire antenna designs. ©1999 A.R.R.L. 111 p. Order #0000 ......... Disc.

MORE WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS
More wire antenna articles! 188 p. Order #0000 ......... Disc.

EVEN MORE WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS

ARRL’s WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS
More wire antenna articles! 188 p. Order #0000 ......... Disc.
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
By Doug Smith. A complete, readable presentation on Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in communications technology. Presented from an engineering perspective, the material achieves a balance between theory and practice. A complete discussion of DSP technology with emphasis on applications of DSP in communications. ©2001 A.R.R.L. Order #4476 .......... $29.98

HIGH SPEED MULTIMEDIA FOR AMATEUR RADIO
By Glen Popiel, KW5GP. This book introduces High Speed Multimedia networking, explaining the basics of how it works, and describes the various technologies in use today. Later chapters explain how to deploy your own HSMM network, along with various applications to put it to work. ©2016, ARR L. 256 p. List $27.95. Order #6177 .......... $19.98

RTTY/PSK31 FOR RADIO AMATEURS
By Roger Cooke G3LDI. Everything you need to know to get the most out of this fascinating mode. Second Ed. ©2013. R.S.G.B. 48 p. Order #6093 .......... $14.98

LF TODAY
By Mike Dennison G3XDV. Info on antennas, transmitters, receivers etc. for operating on the basement band. Third Ed. ©2013. R.S.G.B. Order #6240 .......... $17.98

ARRL - UNDERSTANDING YOUR ANTENNA ANALYZER
By Joel R. Hallas, W1ZR. An introduction to various analyzers, their component parts, how they operate and how to utilize them to get the best possible data. Learn to adjust your antenna, enhance your antenna analyzer and the ways certain analyzers can be used as general purpose test instruments. Includes product reviews. ©2013. ARR L. 128 p. List $25.95. Order #6240 .......... $17.98
**Books - Amateur Radio**

**BASIC RADIO - Understanding the Key Building Blocks**
*By Joel Halas W1ZR.* Basic Radio reveals the key building blocks of radio: receivers, transmitters, antennas, propagation, radio navigation and radiolocation. This book includes simple, build-it-yourself projects to turn theory into practice - helping reinforce key subject matter. 256 pages. ©2005 A.R.R.L.

Order #1470 .......... $24.95

**BASIC ANTENNAS - Understanding Practical Antennas & Designs**
*By Joel Halas W1ZR.* A comprehensive introduction to antennas: basic concepts, practical designs and details of easy-to-build antennas. Learn how to make antennas that really work! This book will provide a foundation in antenna theory and design necessary for anyone undertaking antenna design. ©2008 ARRL.

Order #2034 .......... $26.98

**UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS**
*By Walter Banzhaf WB1ANE.* This book will teach you electronics without all the engineering terms and heavy math. You get clear concise explanations that come alive with drawings, cartoons and other illustrations. Here is the fun and easy way to learn electronics. Second Ed. ©2010 ARRL 320 p. List $32.95.

Order #4814 .......... $29.95

**BASIC ELECTRONICS**
*By G. McWhorter & A. Evans.* This book is for anyone who wants to understand the fundamentals of electronics. It explains electronic devices and circuits - how they work and how they are used. It contains detailed illustrated text that support the easy-to-read text. The practical, worked-out examples demonstrate circuit applications. ©2001 Master/W5YI 220 p.

Order #0509 .......... $16.98

**BASIC DIGITAL ELECTRONICS**
*By A. Evans.* In an electronic world gone digital, this book explains the basic concepts of digital circuits and systems. This book stresses basic concepts of digital circuits and systems, discusses detailed circuits and includes informative illustrations and worked-out examples that support the text. ©2001 Master/W5YI Publishing 220 p. List $19.95.

Order #0213 .......... $16.98

**INTERNATIONAL MICROWAVE HANDBOOK**
*By Andy Barter, G8ATD.* Learn the fundamental principles to design and construction for the microwave bands. Includes operating techniques, system analysis and propagation, microwave antennas, transmission lines and components. 544 p. ©2008, Second Ed., RSGB-ARRL. List $29.95.

Order #5218 .......... $19.98

**INTERNATIONAL QRP COLLECTION**
*By Rev. George Dobbs, G3RJV & Steve Telenius-Lowe 9M6DXX.* A great collection of articles from well known amateur radio magazines such as RadCom, QST, Sprat, Break In and many others, plus additional original material. Many QRP construction projects, modifications to equipment plus theory. ©2009 RSGB 176 p. List $25.95

Order #1122 .......... $19.98

**THE AMATEUR RADIO VERTICAL HANDBOOK**
*By Paul Lee N6PL.* For simplicity, versatility, economy and compactness, the vertical is hard to beat. Includes: design principals, impedance, directional verticals, stacking, 4-band verticals, the folded unipole and more. Second Ed. ©1984 CO 132 p.

Order #2749 .......... $17.95

**ARRL FIELD DAY HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS**
*ARRL Field Day* is the largest on-the-air operating event in ham radio bringing new and experienced ham radio operators together. *Field Day* is a radio operating activity, educational event, and public demonstration! By setting up in parking lots, parks, malls, emergency centers and at home, hams develop skills to better serve amateur radio and their communities. ©2010 A.R.R.L.

Order #4803 .......... $16.98

**RADIO SCIENCE FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR**
*By Eric Nichols KL7AJ.* As the author guides you through some fascinating nooks and crannies of the radio universe, you will learn about solving long-standing mysteries of radio without expensive hardware, but merely a scientific mindset and attention to detail. ©2013 A.R.R.L. 192 p. List $27.95.

Order #1029 .......... $19.98

**INTERNATIONAL QRP COLLECTION**
*By Rev. George Dobbs, G3RJV & Steve Telenius-Lowe 9M6DXX.* A great collection of articles from well known amateur radio magazines such as RadCom, QST, Sprat, Break In and many others, plus additional original material. Many QRP construction projects, modifications to equipment plus theory. ©2009 RSGB 176 p. List $25.95

Order #1122 .......... $19.98

**ARRL FIELD DAY HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS**
*ARRL Field Day* is the largest on-the-air operating event in ham radio bringing new and experienced ham radio operators together. *Field Day* is a radio operating activity, educational event, and public demonstration! By setting up in parking lots, parks, malls, emergency centers and at home, hams develop skills to better serve amateur radio and their communities. ©2010 A.R.R.L.

Order #4803 .......... $16.98

**ARRL FIELD DAY HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS**
*ARRL Field Day* is the largest on-the-air operating event in ham radio bringing new and experienced ham radio operators together. *Field Day* is a radio operating activity, educational event, and public demonstration! By setting up in parking lots, parks, malls, emergency centers and at home, hams develop skills to better serve amateur radio and their communities. ©2010 A.R.R.L.

Order #4803 .......... $16.98
SLOPER ANTENNAS
By J.A. Weigl OE5CWL. Learn the basic concepts for low band sloper antennas. Topics: vertical dipole and sloper in free space, over perfect or real ground, multi-element slopers, feeding slopers, multiband sloper, W3DZZ and double Zepp sloper antenna plus more! ©2009 CQ 236 p. List $24.95. Order #3466 ......... $20.98

LEW MCCOY ON ANTENNAS
By Lew McCoy, W1ICP. Pull up a chair and learn from the master. ©1994 CQ 111 p. Order #3117 ......... $19.95

VERTICAL ANTENNA CLASSICS

QRP BASICS
By Rev. George Dobbs, G3RJV. Learn how to get the best results from a QRP station, and how to try QRP if you haven’t before. A large range of commercial QRP equipment and kits are described. Much of the book explains how to construct your own station, including complete transmitters and receivers and accessories. Second Ed. ©2012 RSGB 208 p. List $22.95. Order #5977 ......... $21.98

GUIDE TO VHF/UHF AMATEUR RADIO
By Ian Poole, G3YWX. The VHF and UHF bands are interesting and challenging. Learn how to get the most from your VHF/UHF station by studying the weather to predict propagation, by using the correct part of each band, by choosing the right transmitter, receiver and antenna, and by using the correct procedure. ©2000. R.S.G.B. 106 p. Order #5416 ......... $9.98

GET ON THE AIR WITH HF DIGITAL
By Jerry Sevick W2FMI. Dr. Sevick W2FMI is the authority on transmission line transformer theory. This book provides a unique opportunity to learn about the application of baluns and ununs for dipoles, yagis, log periodic, beverages, antenna tuners and countless other examples. ©2003 CQ 136 p. Order #0558 ......... $19.95

BUILDING AND USING BALUNS AND UNUNS
By Jerry Sevick W2FMI. Dr. Sevick W2FMI is the authority on transmission line transformer theory. This book provides a unique opportunity to learn about the application of baluns and ununs for dipoles, yagis, log periodic, beverages, antenna tuners and countless other examples. ©2003 CQ 136 p. Order #0558 ......... $19.95

THE RADIO AMATEUR’S WORKSHOP
By Joel Hallas W12R. Your DIY guide to setting up and maintaining an efficient at-home laboratory and work station. Describes the tools and test equipment you’ll need for projects from assembling electronic kits and building and testing antennas. A ©2015 A.R.R.L. 160 p. List $22.95. Order #6597 ......... $19.95

REFLECTIONS III TRANSMISSION LINES & ANTENNAS

THE RADIO AMATEUR’S WORKSHOP
By Joel Hallas W12R. Your DIY guide to setting up and maintaining an efficient at-home laboratory and work station. Describes the tools and test equipment you’ll need for projects from assembling electronic kits and building and testing antennas. A ©2015 A.R.R.L. 160 p. List $22.95. Order #6597 ......... $19.95

THE RADIO AMATEUR’S WORKSHOP
By Joel Hallas W12R. Your DIY guide to setting up and maintaining an efficient at-home laboratory and work station. Describes the tools and test equipment you’ll need for projects from assembling electronic kits and building and testing antennas. A ©2015 A.R.R.L. 160 p. List $22.95. Order #6597 ......... $19.95

EMERGENCY POWER FOR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
By Michael Bryce WB8VGE. Explores the various means of electric power generation from charging batteries, to keeping the lights on. Learn to plan ways to stay on the air when weather or other reasons cause a short-term or long-term power outage. Second Edition ©2012. A.R.R.L. 344 p. List price $27.95. 
Order #5486 .......... $19.98

GROUNDING AND BONDING
By H. Ward Silver NOAX. Learn current standards for lightning protection and communication systems. Reviews effective grounding and bonding techniques for home stations, including condos and apartments, portable and temporary stations, as well as towers and outside antennas. ©2017 A.R.R.L. 176 p. 
Order #6869 .......... $16.98

YAGI ANTENNA CLASSICS
A collection of the best beam related articles from QST, QEX, NCJ and other ARRL publications. The beam antennas covered in this book will provide the reader with a historical perspective, new & ambitious ideas, and computer-optimized designs. Covers: yagis, quads, loops and other beam antennas. ©2001 ARRL. 
Order #4308 .......... $14.98

MAGIC BAND ANTENNAS FOR HAM RADIO - 6m
By Bruce Walker N3JO. The book includes detailed designs for everything from simple antennas to high-gain band busters. Plus you will gain knowledge of the unpredictable behavior of the 6 meter band, 6 meter operating and quirks of 6 meter operation. ©2018 ARRL. 122 p. List $22.95. 
Order #6718 .......... $19.95

EMERGENCY POWER FOR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
By Michael Bryce WB8VGE. Explores the various means of electric power generation from charging batteries, to keeping the lights on. Learn to plan ways to stay on the air when weather or other reasons cause a short-term or long-term power outage. Second Edition ©2012. A.R.R.L. 344 p. List price $27.95. 
Order #5486 .......... $19.98

STORM SPOTTING AND AMATEUR RADIO
Order #6683 .......... $18.98

NIFTY DX FIELD REFERENCE
This 16 page laminated guide includes country prefix and zones list, ITU zone map, ITU band-plan rules and information on DX Clusters, DX beacons, phonetics list and Q-codes. Fifth Ed. ©2005-2015 Nifty. 
Order #6636 .......... $14.98
HAM RADIO FOR ARDUINO & PICAXE
By Leigh L. Klotz Jr. WASZU. Micro-controller technology has exploded in popularity among ham radio operators. The new generation of single-board microcontrollers is easier than ever to use and the possibilities are limitless: beacon transmitters, keyers, antenna position control, RTTY and digital mode decoders, waterfall displays and more. ©2013 A.R.R.L. 352 p. List $24.95.
Order #6374 .......... $21.98

MORE ARDUINO PROJECTS FOR HAM RADIO
Order #6875 .......... $31.98

MARINE AMATEUR RADIO
Here is your guide to the use of ham radio for two-way and network communications among boats, and between boats and shore stations. It explains how to get a ham license, how to select and install a radio and antenna, and how to use the radio for voice and Morse code. ©2005 A United States Power Squadron Guide. Spiral bound 122 p. List $12.95.
Order #2359 .......... $9.98

AC6V’s FM 101x USING FM REPEATERS
By Rod Dinkins AC6V. This book is for new users entering the world of FM repeaters and amateur radio. Many new hams find repeater operation intimidating. This book lets you skip that awkward early stage. It provides the knowledge and confidence you need to enjoy repeater operation immediately. ©2003 AC6V 80 p.
Order #1706 .......... $11.98

SHORT ANTENNAS FOR 160 METER RADIO
By G. Bingeman KM5KG. Learn how to enhance bandwidth, minimize loss and employ other techniques to enjoy 160 meters with limited real estate. Topics include: Short Antenna Behavior, Antenna Bandwidth, Top Hat Arrangements, Inverted Cones, Closed Antennas, T-shaped and Inverted Ls, Spiral Antennas and more. ©2012 ARRL 64 p. List $22.95.
Order #3954 .......... $16.98

USING YOUR METER
Order #5813 .......... $20.98

YASME
By James D. Cain, K1TN. This is the history of three travelers spanning the birth of YASME -- the boat that carried young sailor Danny Weil on his first voyages beginning in 1954 -- and the lives of famed ham radio DXpeditioners Lloyd and Iris Colvin. True globe spanning amateur radio adventures. ARRL ©2003 320 p. List $24.95.
Order #0278 .......... $19.98

MORSE CODE OPERATING FOR AMATEUR RADIO
By Rob Brownstein K6RB and Jim Talens, N3JT. Learn about the advantages of Morse Code, how to set up your station for CW and how to adjust your Morse code key. Read about the protocols and techniques unique to CW operating and gain the confidence to try out your new skills on the air! ©2013 A.R.R.L. 80 p.
Order #1371 .......... $15.95

AC6V’s FM 101x USING FM REPEATERS
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO YOUR FIRST FM REPEATER AND USING FM REPEATERS

MORE ARDUINO PROJECTS FOR HAM RADIO
Visit the Used Section of our website for interesting out-of-print radio books.
www.universal-radio.com
Books - Amateur Radio

**YOUR FIRST AMATEUR RADIO HF STATION**
By Steve Ford WB8IMY. A complete guide to setting up your station and getting started in HF communications. Filled with practical advice you can put to use right away. Whether you live on acres of property or in a tiny apartment, this book will show you how to get on the air. ©2014 ARRL. 176 p. List $19.95.

Order #6267 ........... $18.95

**LOW POWER COMMUNICATION - THE ART & SCIENCE OF QRP**
By Richard Arland K7SZ. The low power game is one of ham radio's most exciting and rewarding challenges. Here is the lowdown on low power operating, from selecting gear, to advanced operating techniques, antennas, emergency communications, solar power and more! Fourth Edition ©2012 A.R.R.L. 312 p.

Order #5536 .......... $24.95

**W6SAI HF ANTENNA HANDBOOK**
By William I. Orr W6SAI. One of amateur radio’s most respected authors shares dozens of inexpensive, practical antenna projects that work. Includes multi-band dipoles, off-center-fed multiband antennas, 160 meter antennas, tri-band quads, yagi beams, G5RV antenna, baluns and more. ©1996-2005 Fourth Printing. CQ. List $19.95.

Order #1881 .......... $18.98

**SMALL ANTENNAS FOR SMALL SPACES**
By Steve Ford WB8IMY. A valuable resource for hams who live in apartments, condominiums, or houses on small lots; it guides you to finding the right antenna design to fit whatever space you have. You will find ideas and projects that will get you on the air regardless of where you live! Second Ed. December ©2015 ARRL. 128 p.

Order #6624 .......... $19.95

**ANTENNA TOWERS FOR RADIO AMATEURS**
By Don Daso K4ZA. Everything from selecting a tower, to digging the base, pouring the concrete and installing the tower. Important tips for using ropes and pulleys, guy wires and accessories. Learn the proper procedure taking down existing towers, inspections and maintenance. 176 p. ©2010 A.R.R.L. List $34.95.

Order #5933 .......... $29.98

**ENERGY CHOICES FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR**
By Bob Bruninga WB4APR. The concepts presented in this full color 320 page book will review everyday power sources and help prepare for emergency and backup power at home and in the field. Learn to embrace home solar, electric vehicles, heat pumps, and other advances to reduce your family's dependence on fossil fuels. ©2019 ARRL List $34.95.

Order #2546 .......... $29.95

**HAM & SHORTWAVE RADIO FOR THE ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST**
By Stan Gibilisco. Learn how to get up and running as a licensed ham radio operator or how listen in on the shortwave bands. He explains communications modes, frequency bands and provides tips for setting up fixed, mobile and portable stations plus gives examples of inexpensive, easy-to-install radio antennas. ©2014 Tab 299 p. List $25.00

Order #6428 .......... $23.95

**RECEIVING ANTENNAS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR**
By Eric P. Nichols, KL7AJ. The requirements and priorities of receiving antennas can be vastly different from those of transmitting antennas. There are relatively few cases where a radio amateur cannot benefit from a separate, well-designed receiving antenna or antenna system. ©2018 A.R.R.L. 256 p. List $27.95.

Order #6916 .......... $23.98

**R.F.I. POCKET GUIDE**
By Wyatt WA6TTY & Gruber W1MG. A practical, quick reference that collates all the key facts and useful reference materials in one handy place to help the reader understand basic EM theory, along with specific remediation steps in reducing or eliminating sources of radio interference. ©2015 SciTech/A.R.R.L. Spiral bound 84 [3 x 5½"] p. List $20.00

Order #6845 .......... $18.98

**W6SAI HF ANTENNA HANDBOOK**
By William I. Orr W6SAI. One of amateur radio’s most respected authors shares dozens of inexpensive, practical antenna projects that work. Includes multi-band dipoles, off-center-fed multiband antennas, 160 meter antennas, tri-band quads, yagi beams, G5RV antenna, baluns and more. ©1996-2005 Fourth Printing. CQ. List $19.95.

Order #1881 .......... $18.98

**ENERGY CHOICES FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR**
By Bob Bruninga WB4APR. The concepts presented in this full color 320 page book will review everyday power sources and help prepare for emergency and backup power at home and in the field. Learn to embrace home solar, electric vehicles, heat pumps, and other advances to reduce your family's dependence on fossil fuels. ©2019 ARRL List $34.95.

Order #2546 .......... $29.95

**HAM & SHORTWAVE RADIO FOR THE ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST**
By Stan Gibilisco. Learn how to get up and running as a licensed ham radio operator or how listen in on the shortwave bands. He explains communications modes, frequency bands and provides tips for setting up fixed, mobile and portable stations plus gives examples of inexpensive, easy-to-install radio antennas. ©2014 Tab 299 p. List $25.00

Order #6428 .......... $23.95

**RECEIVING ANTENNAS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR**
By Eric P. Nichols, KL7AJ. The requirements and priorities of receiving antennas can be vastly different from those of transmitting antennas. There are relatively few cases where a radio amateur cannot benefit from a separate, well-designed receiving antenna or antenna system. ©2018 A.R.R.L. 256 p. List $27.95.

Order #6916 .......... $23.98

**R.F.I. POCKET GUIDE**
By Wyatt WA6TTY & Gruber W1MG. A practical, quick reference that collates all the key facts and useful reference materials in one handy place to help the reader understand basic EM theory, along with specific remediation steps in reducing or eliminating sources of radio interference. ©2015 SciTech/A.R.R.L. Spiral bound 84 [3 x 5½"] p. List $20.00

Order #6845 .......... $18.98
RADIO MAGAZINES
We carry the current month's edition of the following print amateur radio magazines:

- **QST**
  - Order #0784 ...........  $6.95

- **CQ Amateur Radio**
  - Order #1216 ...........  $6.99

---

**ELECTRONICS PROJECTS FOR DUMMIES**
By Earl Boysen & Nancy Muir. If you love building gadgets, this book belongs on your radar. Here are complete directions for building ten cool creations that involve light, sound or vibrations -- a weird microphone, remote control gizmos, talking toys and more, with full parts and tools lists, safety guidelines and wiring schematics. Wiley ©2006. 410p. List $24.95. Order #4274 ...........  $9.98

**HAM RADIO FOR DUMMIES**
By W. Silver NØAX. This book will help you with the terminology and technology of amateur radio. Learn to: buy or upgrade your equipment, build a ham shack, study for your license, master Morse code, take the test and get your call sign. With a glossary and suggested resources. Third Ed. ©2013 Wiley 418 p. Order #6278 ...........  $20.98

**THE PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK**
By Joe Carr & Bud Here is a broad and understandable course on all types of antennas. Categories include: dipoles, verticals, multiband wire, long-wire directional, hidden, phased verticals, beams, shortwave, VHF/UHF, marine, micro-wave, mobile antennas and grounding. Great for electronic technicians, hams, shortwave listeners, CBers and radio pros. Fifth Ed. ©2011 McGraw Hill. 120 p. List $52.00. Order #5859 ...........  $39.95

**DIGITAL MODES FOR ALL OCCASIONS**
By Murray Greenman, ZL1BPU. The most complete book on this subject, it describes serial transmission and various data and error correction techniques. It explains the differences between a bit, a byte and a symbol, the baud and BPS, Baudot and ITA2. ©2002, R.S.G.B. 208 p. Order #5086 ...........  $21.98

**ARDUINO PROJECTS FOR AMATEUR RADIO**
By Jack Purdum W8TEE, Dennis Kidder W6DQ. Learn how to increase the functionality and value of your ham gear without spending a lot of money. Filled with micro-controller projects you can build with no programming experience. Get detailed instructions, diagrams, parts lists and suppliers plus hardware and software tips. ©2014. Tab 464 p. Order #6485 ...........  $23.98

**SIX METERS - A GUIDE TO THE MAGIC BAND**
By Ken Neubeck, WB2AMU. The sunspots are coming back! And with their return, now is the time to start taking a look at the "Magic Band," 6 Meters! There have been amazing openings on 6 Meters, to Europe, South America and even Africa! This classic covers antennas, rigs and operating tips to help you establish your call as a powerhouse on the Magic Band! Revised Fourth Ed. ©2008. 128 p. Worldradio Publ. Order #5249 ...........  $12.95

**AC6V's DXing 101x**
By Rod Dinkins AC6V. This book features the DXing advice of several noted DXers and technical gurus. This is not a brag book on personal DX exploits, but tried and true practical DX advice from those who have been there, done that and worked them all. It is intended for those entering into HFing and the wacky world of DXing. 226 pages. ©2001. Order #3948 ...........  $21.98

**ARDUINO PROJECTS FOR AMATEUR RADIO**
By Jack Purdum W8TEE, Dennis Kidder W6DQ. Learn how to increase the functionality and value of your ham gear without spending a lot of money. Filled with micro-controller projects you can build with no programming experience. Get detailed instructions, diagrams, parts lists and suppliers plus hardware and software tips. ©2014. Tab 464 p. Order #6485 ...........  $23.98

**SIX METERS - A GUIDE TO THE MAGIC BAND**
By Ken Neubeck, WB2AMU. The sunspots are coming back! And with their return, now is the time to start taking a look at the "Magic Band," 6 Meters! There have been amazing openings on 6 Meters, to Europe, South America and even Africa! This classic covers antennas, rigs and operating tips to help you establish your call as a powerhouse on the Magic Band! Revised Fourth Ed. ©2008. 128 p. Worldradio Publ. Order #5249 ...........  $12.95

**AC6V's DXing 101x**
By Rod Dinkins AC6V. This book features the DXing advice of several noted DXers and technical gurus. This is not a brag book on personal DX exploits, but tried and true practical DX advice from those who have been there, done that and worked them all. It is intended for those entering into HFing and the wacky world of DXing. 226 pages. ©2001. Order #3948 ...........  $21.98
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radio</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Order#</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FT70</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>#1421</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu VX5R</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>#4570</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu VX6R</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>#1382</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu VX7R</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>#3553</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu VX8DR</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>#5624</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FT817</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>#3544</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FCC RULE BOOK**